The Status survey is a venture by Study Travel Magazine that aims to gather specific market data about all of the main language teaching markets in the world. Through our initiative, it is now possible to compare world market statistics.

### Average cost of tuition

- **€681** (US$838)
  - For 80 hours of tuition, costs ranged from €490 (US$603) to €960 (US$1,181)

- **€7.66** (US$9.42)
  - Costs for one hour of tuition ranged from €6.12 (US$7.52) to €12.00 (US$14.76) per hour

### Marketing spend as % of school’s gross income

- **19%**
  - Overall average

### % of institutions offering/selling travel insurance

- **75%** No
- **25%** Yes

### Annual student intake in Spain by world region of origin

- **1 Russian 4%**
- **2 Czech 0.7%**
- **3 Turkish 0.6%**
- **1 Chinese 5%**
- **2 Korean 2%**
- **3 Japanese 0.8%**

- **1 American 8%**
- **2 Canadian 2%**

- **6%** C&E Europe
- **8%** Asia

- **1%** Latin America
- **75%** W Europe

For more statistical analysis of Spain please click [here](#).